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[insiDEview]

This feels almost like a wedding reception speech. 
In this issue of Indiana Informatics, we celebrate 
the union of two lovely schools (each located both 
on the Bloomington and Indianapolis campuses of 
IU) – the School of Informatics and the School of 
Library and Information Science – to become a new 
two-campus school called the School of Informatics 
and Computing. 

The merger becomes effective July 1, 2013, 
although like many modern couples we have been 
spending more and more time together for the past 
year. Also like many modern couples, we thought a 
lot about what name we would take after our union. 
I’ll comment on that at the end of this column but 
discuss first the most important topics: why are  
we merging, and what are some of the leading 
opportunities that this union provides? 

As the School of Informatics matured (13 years 
old is mature in dog and school years) and the 
Library and Information Science world evolved in 
the digital age, it became clear that it made sense to 
join the two schools. The merger brings advantages 
of efficiency and adaptability, but most of all, it 
brings opportunities for collaboration.

By combining the highly ranked programs in 
library and information science, the nation’s first 
school of informatics with some of the premier  
programs in that field, and an excellent and long-
standing computer science program, we form the 
broadest and perhaps the largest computing and 
information school at any university in the U.S. 
Indeed, IU is the only university in the nation with 
full schools/colleges in both of computing/informat-
ics and library and information science, and now  
we will be even more special. Our faculties already 
collaborate in areas of great importance including 
social informatics, network science, and health infor-
matics, and we are seeing increased activity in these 
collaborations including fresh leadership and vision 
from both schools for the renowned Rob Kling 
Center for Social Informatics.

Even more importantly, the merger opens up 
new opportunities, both now and in the future, and 
places all of our faculty in an environment where 
change is the norm. As an important example, since 
last summer faculty from all areas of our school have 

been formulating new graduate degree and  
certificate programs in the burgeoning area of big 
data science. This is an area of great national need 
that draws upon all parts of our heritage: computer 
science, informatics, information science, and  
library science.

Now back to the name. As we thought about our 
new name, ideally we wanted it do to four things:  
1) Incorporate the words “information” and  
“computing” which are the key words that define us; 
2) smoothly bridge to our history, which particularly 
meant including the word “informatics”; 3) be brief; 
4) be general enough so that it wouldn’t need to 
change again if the school evolved further. It became 
clear that we couldn’t achieve all four perfectly 
(especially if you add rule five: “don’t sound stupid,” 
which ruled out using “informatics” and “informa-
tion” together). So after considering more options 
than you might think are possible, we decided that 
“School of Informatics and Computing” (which has 
been the name of the Bloomington portion of the 
School of Informatics since 2009) does a nice job of 
conveying what we were, are, and will be and allows 
the world to recognize and remember a nationally 
and internationally leading school.

The union of two schools:  
announcing the new School  
of Informatics and Computing

Dean Bobby Schnabel

“By ComBiNiNG The hiGhLy raNKed ProGramS 
iN LiBrary aNd iNFormaTioN SCieNCe, The 
NaTioN’S FirST SChooL oF iNFormaTiCS wiTh 
Some oF The Premier ProGramS iN ThaT 
FieLd, aNd aN exCeLLeNT aNd LoNGSTaNdiNG 
ComPuTer SCieNCe ProGram, we Form 
The BroadeST aNd PerhaPS The LarGeST 
ComPuTiNG aNd iNFormaTioN SChooL aT aNy 
uNiVerSiTy iN The u.S.” 
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[haPPEningnow]
Notes and news about informatics today

Mark Cuban returns 
to Bloomington 
Billionaire entrepreneur and 1981 Indiana 
University alumnus Mark Cuban addressed  
a packed Whittenberger Auditorium at  
“A Conversation with Mark Cuban” on Friday, 
Nov. 16. Cuban provided insightful opening 
remarks and fielded questions from the crowd 
during the free, public event.

“Mark’s energy and straightforward advice 
to the students was very refreshing. Students 
really appreciated the opportunity to interact 
with Mark and learn from his deep experience 
in entrepreneurship,” said Dennis Groth,  
associate dean of undergraduate education.

Cuban’s visit was sponsored by SoIC 
in conjunction with the school’s Building 
Entrepreneurs in Software and Technology 
(BEST) competition. The competition was 
created when 10 Indiana entrepreneurs and 
IU’s Research and Technology Corp. together 
invested $1.1 million to fund the annual event. 
Cuban joined the group of BEST investors. 

BEST awards $200,000  
to two businesses
Two technology-based businesses created by Indiana University Bloomington students 
will receive funding from the second-annual Building Entrepreneurs in Software and 
Technology (BEST) competition.

Approximately 40 submissions were received in the fall. The talented pool was  
narrowed down to 10 finalists, who presented to a panel of investor judges in February. 
Two companies were selected winners, and each will receive $100,000 investments to 
launch their businesses. 

Fandio.fm allows users to utilize web, mobile devices, and television to broadcast and 
stream alternative audio commentaries or discussions for live sporting events and other 
events. Led by School of Informatics and Computing student Devin Powell and Kelley 
School of Business student Eric Wertenberger, the company aims to capitalize on the 
increased engagement of social media during sporting events, allowing users to interact 
via web, mobile, and tablet apps.  

Menguin is an internet-based tuxedo rental company that will utilize technology to 
streamline the rental process. Menguin, spearheaded by Kelley School of Business MBA 
students Justin Delaney, Michael Gassman, and Kurt Sutton, will use an online fitting  
process to obtain tailor measurements, thus eliminating the trip to the rental shop. 

“The BEST competition, which is the largest student start-up pool in the nation for 
students of a single university, offers wonderful opportunities to IU students,” Dean 
Bobby Schnabel said. “We are extremely grateful to the distinguished group of investors, 
almost all of whom are IU alumni, for their dedicated participation which includes not 
only judging but mentoring the competitors and serving as board members and advisors 
for the winning teams.”

SoiC featured on  
“BTN LiveB1G”
The Building entrepreneurs in Software and 
Technology (BeST) program was highlighted 
as one of iu’s innovative programs on a new 
series from the Big Ten Network. The series, 
“BTN LiveB1G,” explores how Big Ten  
universities are improving lives and giving 
back through advancements in research,  
education, and community service. See the 
segment at http://bit.ly/LiveBig-BeST.

[oF notE]

Pictured (left to right) Devin Powell, Eric Wertenberger, Justin Delaney,  
Kurt Sutton, and Michael Gassman.
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IUPUI hosts Girls Inc. 
to promote STEM  
careers
The School hosted 104 girls from Girls Inc. of Greater 
Indianapolis on April 27 as they explored the power and 
possibility of technology and the impact it has on their lives 
and the world around them.

Sponsored by the ExactTarget Foundation, Girls Inc. 
partnered with the School to provide the girls, ages 9 to 14, 
with a day of technology and career exploration. The IUPUI 
STARS Computing Corps spent the day teaching the girls 
about web design, HTML, and CSS coding. 

STARS students as well as volunteers from ExactTarget, 
G3 Technology, American Association of Blacks in Energy, 
Society of Women Engineers, Junior League of Indianapolis, 
and Microsoft engaged the girls in conversation about cyber 
safety and careers in technology during lunch. 

At the end of the day, the girls completed their websites 
and took their designs home on flash drive bracelets. “I’m 
going to keep working on mine at home,” said one of the 
participants. A parent shared, “My daughter came home 
with a big sense of achievement.” 

IUPUI Ph.D. candidates participate 
in Diversity in Computing
Two doctoral candidates from IUPUI, Romisa Rohani Ghahari 
and Afarin Pirzadeh, participated in the renowned Doctoral 
Consortium at the Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity in 
Computing 2013 in February in Washington, DC.

The Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity in Computing 
brings together leading and diverse researchers to discuss  
the latest developments and advances impacting the field  
of computing. 

Both Ghahari and Pirzadeh were selected as a result of the 
strength of their research. Gharani’s work focuses on eyes-free 
mobile navigation of technology using aural user interfaces. It 
allows users to access and listen to web content while engaged in 
other tasks through the use of auditory cues and vocal commands.

Pirzadeh’s research centers on improving emotion expres-
sion and comprehension within text-based, computer-mediated  
communication, such as instant message chats, through 
improved conceptual design and realization.

high school women named  
winners of indiana NCwiT award  
for aspirations in Computing  
The National Center for women & information 
Technology (NCwiT), a consortium of schools in indiana 
led by iu, and a group of corporate sponsors announced 
and honored the winners of the third-annual indiana 
aspirations in Computing awards in January. 

The recipients were selected for their computing 
aptitude, leadership ability, academic history, and plans 
for post-secondary education. each winner was recog-
nized with $250, a gift bag, and scholarship offers from 
participating universities in indiana.

[oF notE]

Dr. Donald 
Brown receives 
Trailblazer in 
Technology 
award
SoIC alumnus and Interactive 
Intelligence Group Inc. founder 
and CEO Dr. Donald Brown 

was a recipient of the Trailblazer in Technology award 
at TechPoint’s 14th Annual Mira Awards for Technology 
Excellence and Innovation. The award recognizes individu-
als whose vision and efforts in advancing technology have 
made a lasting and significant impact on Indiana.

Past Trailblazer award winners include SoIC alumnus 
Scott Jones; Dean’s Advisory Council members David 
Becker, Scott Dorsey, and Mark Hill; and IU president and 
SoIC faculty member Michael McRobbie.  

Interactive Intelligence also won the Tech Company 
of the Year award, and Dean’s Advisory Council member 
and Hill-Rom CIO Barb Kew received the Corporate IT 
Excellence and Innovation award.

Dr. Brown also received the 2012 Sagamore of the 
Wabash award, which pays tribute to someone who has 
made a significant contribution to life in the Hoosier state.

Dr. Brown founded Interactive Intelligence, a provider of 
unified IP business communications software and services, 
in 1994. He has grown it from a dozen-person start-up to a 
publicly traded global company with approximately 1,500 
employees worldwide.
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Spinning door for students in IU’s security informatics 
program powered by jobs 
Professor L. Jean Camp can’t keep her security informatics students in class. 
They keep finding jobs before they finish the master’s degree program. 

According to Camp, director of the Master of Science in Security 
Informatics program, about one-fourth of her students leave for jobs before 
completing the program. And the remaining students have jobs waiting. 

With Internet technology-related occupations among the fastest growing 
occupations, the need for security and privacy are in high demand. And the 
jobs pay well. Camp’s students are entering the job market averaging about 50 
percent more than the average new employee with a master’s degree, at over 
$68,000 annually. 

Since the first MSSI graduates began hitting the workforce less than two 
years ago, they’ve been gobbled up by the likes of General Motors, the U.S. 
government’s National Security Administration, Cigital, InCNTR, Wellpoint, 
and Wireless Generation. 

iuB senior matthew 
Vukas receives Krane 
Scholarship

Senior matthew 
Vukas has been 
named the 
recipient of the 
Krane Scholars 
award, an award 
recognizing an 
outstanding 
student in the 

School of informatics and Computing 
or the School of Journalism whose 
interests combine both fields.

matt studies programming in his 
free time, has started a blog, and 
developed a news aggregator website, 
which was instrumental in helping him 
win the Krane Scholarship. he expects 
to graduate in may 2014 and hopes to 
secure a job as a software developer.

The award, established in 2010 
by School of Journalism alumnus and 
School of informatics and Computing 
dean’s advisory Council member 
david Krane, was created to benefit 
both Schools. Krane is a partner at 
Google Ventures, and was a part of 
the senior leadership that grew Google 
from a small start-up to a multi-billion 
dollar global enterprise. 

[oF notE]

Palakal named executive associate  
dean at iuPui

Mathew J. Palakal has been appointed executive associate dean of 
what will become the IU School of Informatics and Computing at 
IUPUI, both effective July 1, 2013.

At the school, Palakal has served as associate dean of research 
and graduate programs since 2006 and has been director of the 
Informatics Research Institute and professor of computer and 
informational science since 2001. 

As executive associate dean for the School of Informatics and 
Computing at IUPUI, Palakal will be responsible for determining 
the strategic vision for the school, advancing the school’s education  
and research, and providing oversight and management of the 
school’s fiscal and personnel matters.

Before joining the School of Informatics in 2006, Palakal was a professor in the Department 
of Computer and Information Science at the School of Science and served as the department 
chair for nine years. Before arriving at IUPUI in 1988, Palakal was a research and teaching  
assistant in the Department of Computer Science at Concordia University in Montreal, Canada,  
where he earned his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in computer science. His research interests include 
biomedical and clinical text mining and intelligent information management systems.

Shaw to chair the Department  
of Information and Library Science 
in Bloomington
With the merger of SoIC and SLIS, Debora (Ralf) Shaw has been 
appointed chair of the Department of Information and Library  
Science (ILS) in Bloomington. She and Dean Schnabel have
worked closely in planning how best to combine these two  
strong schools.

Shaw has been dean of SLIS since 2011, but her service and  
contributions to the School extend beyond three decades. As a faculty member, mentor, and 
adminstrator, she has touched the lives of many faculty and students at SLIS since her days as  
a visiting lecturer in 1980.

Her research focuses on information seeking and use by humanities scholars. She has also 
served as president of the American Society for Information Science. She holds a Ph.D. in 
information science from IU. 

Thank you Ralf for your service and dedication to the School!

Jean Camp with security doctoral graduate Vaibhav 
Garg, who is doing a postdoc at Drexel University.
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[indevelopment]
honoring the service and accomplishments of alumni and friends

Pictured with Dean Bobby Schnabel (far left) 
are 2013 award winners Carol A. Lewis, Russell 
Conard, Andrew J. Hanson, Gary E. McGraw, and 
Leon Nowlin, Jr. (left to right).

Career Achievement Award
Gary E. McGraw, MS’90, PhD’95
Gary McGraw has parlayed his knowledge of philosophy, computer  
science, and cognitive science into a mastery of software security. 

After Gary received a Bachelor of Arts in philosophy at University 
of Virginia, he came to IU to study computer science (MS’90) and 
complete his Ph.D. in computer science and cognitive science in 1995. 
Following research stints at the Krasnow Institute for Advanced Study 
at George Mason University in Fairfax, VA, and the Istituto per la 
Ricerca Scientifica e Technologica in Trento, Italy, Gary joined Cigital, 
Inc., the world’s largest software security firm. 

As chief technology officer for Cigital, Gary counsels profession-
als in a variety of industries about software security. He also writes 
extensively on the topic of security, including six best sellers – such 
as Building Secure Software, with John Viega – and edits the Addison-
Wesley Software Security series. He is in international demand as a 

speaker at conferences and hosts a monthly podcast, the Silver Bullet, 
for the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Security 
and Privacy Magazine. 

He has served in advisory capacities to numerous companies and 
academic institutions, including the IEEE Computer Society Board of 
Governors in Washington, DC, Fortify Software in Menlo Park, CA, 
and, since 2005, the Dean’s Advisory Council for the School  
of Informatics.  

Cigital, headquartered in the Washington, DC area, has offices in 
Europe, Asia, and Bloomington, IN. Gary lives in rural Virginia, where 
he’s also an accomplished fiddler and mandolin player in Where’s 
Aubrey, a roots- and jazz-influenced duo performing and recording 
original music. 

Each year, the IU School of Informatics, the Dean’s Advisory Council, and the IU Informatics Alumni  
Association honor individuals for outstanding career achievement, service to IU, and contributions to  
the field of informatics. The following awardees were honored on April 18 in Indianapolis. 
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Distinguished Service Awards
Andrew J. Hanson
Andy Hanson received his B.A. from Harvard College and a Ph.D.  
in theoretical physics from M.I.T. in 1971. He pursued research in  
physics and artificial intelligence at a number of institutions, including  
the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, the NASA-Ames 
Research Center, and SRI International in Silicon Valley. He arrived at 
Indiana University in 1989, his first academic position, and established 
himself as a teacher and researcher in computer graphics and scientific 
visualization.

In the Computer Science Department at IU, he taught and  
supervised many Ph.D. candidates, as well as taking on significant 
administrative roles. He was the Graduate Program Director for six  
years and then Department Chair from 2004 through 2009, guiding  
the Department through its merger in July 2005 with what is now  
the School of Informatics and Computing. 

Throughout his career, Andy was recognized as a researcher:  
he attracted over $1.3 million in research grants, published often,  
and designed a successful iPhone application, 4Dice, supporting inter-
active exploration of 4D space. In retirement, he engages in research in 
subjects ranging from proteomics and genomics to quantum comput-
ing and the creation of mathematical sculptures. He has several books 
involving computer graphics and mathematics in the planning stage.

While his head is often in lofty abstract concepts, Andy also has his 
feet solidly on the ground, and may sometimes be seen on local stages 
pursuing one of his new hobbies: percussive dancing. 

Carol A. Lewis, BS’53
Medicine’s loss was medical records administration’s very fortunate 
gain: Carol Lewis began her university career as a pre-med student but 
was diverted to the new field of Medical Record Science. In 1953, she 
received her Bachelor of Science in Medical Record Library Science, 
and began her career as a medical record librarian at Larue D. Carter 
Memorial Hospital in Indianapolis. She quickly relocated to Baltimore 
where she was commissioned as an officer in the U.S. Public Health 
Service. Her fluency in Spanish – she spent her early childhood in 
Guatemala – led Carol to a position in the Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO), where she planned and organized medical 
records departments and organized and conducted training programs 
for health professionals. After receiving a Masters of Public Health at 
Johns Hopkins, Carol worked internationally as a consultant in medical 
records for PAHO and the World Health Organization, among others.

In 1980, Carol was appointed director of what is now known as 
the International Federation of Health Information Management 
Associations (IFHIMA), where she served in executive positions  
for many years. Throughout her career, she was instrumental in  
establishing policy and training programs in medical records around 
the world. She has been recognized for her achievements by the U.S. 
Public Health Service, IFHIMA, and the American Health Information 
Management Association. 

As a consultant, Carol has advised on the design of the medical record 
component of the national health information system and on numer-
ous national disease registries. As a retiree, she offers health information  
management advice internationally through her work with the World 
Health Organization and the Pan American Health Organization and 
addressed the IFHIMA Congress in Montreal in May. 

In making that fateful diversion to medical records, Carol became a  
dedicated advocate of what is now the Health Information Administra-
tion program at IUPUI. She is a long-time supporter of the program 
and has provided leadership-level scholarship support with a legacy gift. 

Young Alumni Awards
Russell Conard, BS’12
If something is “for the birds!” it sounds nutty, but according to Forbes 
Magazine, it could be worth millions.

Recent Informatics graduate Russell Conard combines his love 
for birds and data in a novel entrepreneurial approach for pioneering 
energy developers and other outdoor-based businesses. Replacing time-
consuming observation methods with remote systems, his company 
electronically surveys bird activity and analyzes its impacts on wind 
farms, airports, and other entities that have negative interactions with 
identified flying objects. 

Russell cites rich experiences pursuing his bachelor’s degree in 
the School of Informatics and Computing with preparing him for 
the rigors of a robust new start-up. While at IU he helped found 
the Undergraduate and Graduate Technology Entrepreneurship 
Organization, and he was a team leader in Serve IT, providing IT  
expertise to local nonprofit agencies. His company, Ornicept, received 
funding in the School’s 2012 inaugural Building Entrepreneurs in 
Software and Technology (BEST) competition. 

Russell also credits scholarships he received, including the Telamon 
Informatics and School of Informatics and Computing scholarships, 
with providing the support necessary for him to succeed at IU. 

Based in Ann Arbor, MI, Russell was recently recognized by Forbes 
Magazine as one of “30 Under 30” energy entrepreneurs to watch. 

Leon Nowlin, Jr., BS’08
Hollywood called for Leon Nowlin, Jr., when he graduated in 2008 with 
his B.S. in Media Arts and Sciences from IUPUI, and he answered.

Leon identified film craft as his passion early on, and with the 
help of a high school mentor, he discovered the M.A.S. program was 
a perfect fit for him. The wonderful supporting cast, from the Career 
Services office to personal mentors, provided him with the guidance  
and flexibility that suited his focus on film. He polished his craft 
through internships and completed his degree online. He began his 
career “camera-ready” as a compositing artist at Encore VFX in Los 
Angeles and has never looked back. 

Leon loves the collaborative process of visual storytelling and has 
worked on movies, television series, commercials, and music videos. 
Among his credits are House, Person of Interest, Argo, Gangster Squad, 
The Closer, and The Smurfs: A Christmas Carol. Five years into his 
career, his reputation is growing and his services are in increasing 
demand. As he hones his skills, he sees original projects in his future. 

 

“TheSe are PeoPLe who PoSiTiVeLy 
aFFeCT The FieLd oF ComPuTiNG aNd 
iNFormaTioN TeChNoLoGy, iNNoVaTiNG iN 
Their reSPeCTiVe FieLdS aNd BriNGiNG 
PreSTiGe aNd hoNor To NoT JuST 
ThemSeLVeS BuT To The SChooL aNd  
aLL aFFiLiaTed wiTh iT.”  
                                          – Bobby Schnabel



It is said that change is the only constant. The fields of  
information and computing both drive change and thrive in 
it. Since its creation, the School of Informatics and Computing 
has been ahead of the curve. The merger with the School of 
Library and Information Science is another example of our 
innovation. The combined School – one of the largest of its kind 
in the U.S. – provides unparalleled breadth of education and 
research in computing and information. 

The research across the merged School is rooted in a search 
for meaning among complex data sets using a variety of  
discipline-specific methods. As a result, partnerships between 
SoIC and SLIS began long before they were united as one 
school. Among areas of collaboration are social informatics, 
network science, and health informatics. Learn more about 
joint endeavors by checking out “SoIC/SLIS research  
collaboration” on page 14.

We are excited about our future as a new school, and we’re 
pleased that you, our alumni, are too. Here are some thoughts 
from the newly-extended SoIC family on the merger.

By Kelsey Keag, IUB communications manager
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Today’s librarians are an information source. To become  
more relevant and remain viable, librarians need to have  
technical knowledge to grow with and better meet the patrons’ 
needs. Combing these two areas allows graduates to make 
people and organizations work smarter, faster, and better.  
The new School will help navigate the crossover between the 
two areas.

Susan robinson  
(m.L.S./m.S. health informatics, 2013)

Indiana University has for many years set itself apart as a place 
where the interactions among people, information, and comput-
ing are taken seriously. The new School of Informatics and 
Computing will be one of the most active departments in the 
world to continue to carry this sort of research and teaching 
forward. My doctoral degree from Indiana has always served 
me well, and I’m delighted to be associated with a university 
that is not resting on its laurels, but continues to push for-
ward into fast-changing topics related to informatics.

eric T. meyer (Ph.d. information Science, 2007) 
Research Fellow and DPhil Programme Director 

Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford

As an Indiana University M.L.S. graduate and the Informatics 
Librarian at IUPUI, I know libraries today would be nothing 

without the multitude of technologies that exist to support  
information retrieval, access, and use. I think libraries  
provide a perfect lens to view the strength of the new School 
of Informatics and Computing: knowledge combined with  
technological innovation empowering people to tackle the 
most pressing issues of the age. I am honored to be a part  
of this legacy.

willie miller (m.L.S., 2010) 
Assistant Librarian 

Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis  
University Library

At a Glance

Faculty
Bloomington:  
86 faculty  
(77 tenure track)

Indianapolis:  
47 faculty  
(36 tenure track)

Students 
1,490 undergraduate majors; 
950 in Bloomington and  
540 in indianapolis.

1,281 graduate majors;  
851 in Bloomington and  
430 in indianapolis. 

878 degrees awarded in 
2010-11; 563 in Bloomington 
and 315 in indianapolis.

Degrees
Bachelor’s degrees in 
Computer Science and 
informatics (Bloomington); 
health information 
administration, informatics, 
and media arts & Science 
(indianapolis).

master’s degrees in Computer 
Science, information Science, 
and Security informatics 
(Bloomington); health 
informatics and media arts 
& Science (indianapolis);  
Bioinformatics, human-
Computer interaction design, 
and Library Science (both 
campuses).

Ph.d. degrees in Computer 
Science, informatics*, 
and information Science  
(Bloomington); Bioinformatics, 
health informatics, and 
human-Computer interaction  
design (indianapolis).

*The Ph.d. program in 
informatics was the first  
in the u.S. 
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The ComBiNed 
SChooL – oNe oF 
The LarGeST oF  
iTS KiNd iN The  
u.S. – ProVideS 
uNParaLLeLed 
BreadTh oF  
eduCaTioN aNd 
reSearCh iN 
ComPuTiNG aNd 
iNFormaTioN.

Research Areas
artificial intelligence,  
complex networks and 
systems, computing founda-
tions, cyberinfrastructure  
and e-science, data and 
search informatics, digital 
libraries, high-performance 
computing, human-computer 
interaction, information 
institutions, information 
organization and retrieval, 
life sciences informatics 
(bio, chemical, and health), 
machine learning, media arts, 
music informatics, natural 
language processing,   
programming languages, 
robotics, security, social 
informatics, software  
and systems.

Strategic Priorities 
excellence in education  
and research, partnership  
for economic development 
and entrepreneurship,  
participation of women  
and underrepresented  
minorities.

As a manager of a diverse research portfolio, my agenda is largely data-driven. 
Availability of data at scale – being able to process it and build algorithms 
and systems at scale to make data-driven decisions  – is the most exciting 
part of my job! It is fantastic that the School has realized the impor-
tance of data and information, and has taken action by blending 
the maturity of a field like library and information science with 
the agility of computer science and informatics. This will lead 
to well-formed curriculum in information processing and a 
stronger data-directed research agenda, which will benefit  
students in preparing them for a diverse range of jobs in the 
for profit, nonprofit, and education sectors.

Neel Sundaresan, (Ph.d. Computer Science, 1995) 
Senior Director, Head of eBay Research Labs, eBay Inc. 

As a user research expert at a premiere cross-channel digital  
marketing company, I know the importance of collaboration 
between informatics, computer science, and information  
science. We are in the business of managing overwhelming  
sets of data and representing it in a way that enables  
marketers to fully engage one-on-one with their customers. 
The effort to consolidate SLIS and SoIC gets to the core  
of what informatics truly stands for. In a world where data  
governs our perceptions and ultimately, our realities, its  
critical to become experts in translating data into digestible and 
useful information; information is what gives every vocation the 
substance it needs to thrive. Combining these disciplines will lead 
students to better informed and more knowledgeable decision points, 
which could shape the way innovation motivates us in the future. This 
could be the most powerful integration in the history of IU academics!

Corinthe harris (B.S. informatics, 2009,  
m.S. human-Computer interaction design, 2011) 

User Experience Designer, Exact Target 

Whether it’s a sequence of moving pictures (movies) or the 
rapid movement of animated stills (animation), even creative 

fields require extensive research. Technology now offers such 
a vast amount of data to individuals its even more important 
to analyze and protect information integrity to maintain 
efficiency and quality. In the same way we act as liasions 
from clients to consumers, the inclusion of Library and 
Information Sciences can buffer credible content into our 
hands at an expedited pace.

Leon Nowlin, Jr. (B.S. media arts and Sciences, 2008)
Freelance Compositing Artist
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[cuttingedge]
News on faculty research and publishing

IU receives patent for  
“The Twitter Predictor”

IUB Associate Professor Johan Bollen’s 
work on what the media dubbed “The 
Twitter Predictor” received a rare form of 
validation: a United States patent. 

The network tracking system calculates 
indicators of the public mood state along a 
multitude of dimensions. 

His original work used six mood cate-
gories, but those have since been expanded 
to provide a more complete picture of 
changing public and economic conditions. 
By tracking the content in real time of what 
is now up to 500 million tweets per day, the 
network system can detect subtle changes 
in public conditions that are correlated 
to specific entities like the Dow Jones and 
various other financial and economic indi-
cators. Bollen describes it as a process that 
is constantly on the lookout for interesting 
statistical patterns in social media. 

Working hand-in-hand with IU’s 
Research and Technology Corp., Bollen 

called receiving the patent license “a quantum leap for us” and a “huge milestone.” 
“The purpose of us licensing from IURTC is to give back to our school, the university, and 

the state of Indiana,” Bollen said. “We want to make sure that the community benefits from 
our work.” 

Groth named interim vice 
provost at iu Bloomington

Associate Dean 
for Undergradu-
ate Education 
Dennis Groth  
has been named 
interim vice 
provost for 
undergraduate 
education at IUB. 
He is an associate 
professor at SoIC 
and has served 

as associate vice provost for undergraduate 
education since 2009. 

As associate vice provost for undergraduate  
education, Groth has been responsible for 
overseeing general studies, service-learning, 
administration of placement and high-stakes 
exams, lifelong learning through non- 
credit professional and liberal arts classes, 
community outreach and information  
technology support. 

He has been recognized by students and 
colleagues as an outstanding teacher and has 
received the Trustees Award for Teaching 
Excellence and teaching awards in informatics 
and computer science. We are thankful for the 
enormous contributions Dennis has made to 
our School. You will be missed, Dennis!

IUB’s Plale co-leads  
U.S. involvement  
in international  
data sharing
Professor Beth A. Plale, along with 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Computer Science Professor Francine 
Berman, is co-leading U.S. involvement 
in the new international Research Data 

Alliance, an interdisciplinary organization that focuses on data- 
driven innovation through research data sharing and exchange. 

Leading computer scientists from around the world met in 
Sweden in March to discuss methods of removing barriers to sharing 
research data and develop infrastructure for data sharing.  

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is supporting U.S. 
participation in the RDA as part of a $2.5 million grant to promote 
coordination and develop infrastructure for data sharing.

iuPui’s Chen  
finalist for TechPoint  
mira award
iuPui’s Jake Chen, associate  
professor of bioinformatics and 
computer science, was a finalist  
for one of the 14th annual 
TechPoint mira award. he was 
one of five finalists for Technology 
educator of the year. 

The TechPoint mira awards 
recognize excellence and innovation in indiana’s technology 
industry, focusing on the broader issue of the role technology 
plays in indiana’s economy. 

[oF notE]
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IU’s Center for Research in Extreme Scale Technologies (CREST) is 
the recipient of a three-year, $1.1 million grant from the Department 
of Energy (DOE) to develop software that improves the speed 
and programmability of supercomputers. Andrew Lumsdaine and 
Thomas Sterling, both computer science professors at IUB, lead 
CREST as director and executive associate director, respectively. 
Sterling also serves as CREST’s chief scientist. 

This funding is part of a $7.05 million grant for the XPRESS 
(eXascale PRogramming Environment and System Software) project, 
led by Sandia National Laboratories as part of the DOE Office of 
Science Advanced Scientific Computing Research X-Stack program. 

“Our goal is to completely redesign the system software in order 
to produce a revolutionary class of supercomputers. It is exciting that 
IU will be at the forefront of such research, setting future directions 
for exascale computing and programming,” said Sterling. 

CS Professor Swany partners 
with Orange Silicon Valley to 
improve big data transfer

A recent networking breakthrough from 
the IUB Associate Professor Martin Swany-
led team of researchers, in collaboration 
with Orange Silicon Valley and DataDirect 
Networks, showed that data sharing can  
be faster and more efficient over wide  
area networks. The team performed the 
world’s first demonstration of RDMA  
over Converged Ethernet, or RoCE, across 
a wide area network using the Lustre  
file system. 

RoCE, pronounced “Rocky,” is a 
network protocol that enables RDMA (remote direct memory access) 
over an Ethernet network, a process that speeds up data transfer over 
networks. RDMA removes layers of protocol and software to transfer 
data from server memory to client memory in the most efficient way 
possible. RoCE migrates this approach from specialized networks to the 
widely deployed Ethernet. 

“This kind of university-industry collaboration is an example of the 
value that the Indiana University Pervasive Technology Institute creates 
for the United States – new technology developed by computer science 
and transformed into usable software,” said Swany. 

SoIC/SLIS research collaboration
High impact partnerships between SoIC and SLIS go back many years. 
A good example is a six-year collaboration between SoIC professor 
David Wild, leader of the Cheminformatics and Chemogenomics 
Research Group, and SLIS professor Ying Ding, leader of the Web 
Science Lab. The result is the first large-scale semantic data repository 
for drug discovery and highly novel semantic prediction tools which are 
being used to help find new uses for existing drugs. Their work has also 
fuelled research by many other groups including the multi-million  
Euro EU OpenPHACTS project.

iuB’s Camp awarded  
homeland Security grant

Professor L. Jean Camp, 
whose work has focused on 
privacy and trust issues in 
technology, has been awarded 
over $2.4 million by the U.S. 
Department of Homeland 
Security’s Cyber Security 
Division. The funds are to 
be used to give people the 
information they need to stop 
a range of cyber attacks. 

The IU team led by Camp 
will focus on developing user-centered security software that 
reduces cyber-attacks by making sure people have the infor-
mation they need to support a security decision when they 
need it. Camp’s technology will tell users what they need to 
know to spot a fraud. The Department of Homeland Security 
project, called CUTS: Coordinating User and Technical 
Security, aims to implement factors that are often overlooked 
when security systems fail in different applicable contexts, 
like banking, web browsing, or working from home.

Lumsdaine Sterling

Sterling named to hPCwire’s People 
to watch list in 2013
Thomas Sterling, professor of computer science at iuB, was 
named to hPCwire’s annual People to watch list. Sterling 
is one of 12 individuals recognized by the magazine. 
The list pays tribute to “the best and brightest minds 
of hPC,” recognizing accomplishments and dedication 
that will impact technology in 2013 and beyond.

according to hPCwire, Thomas’ “Top 5 hPC initiatives 
or technologies in 2013” include: system-scale parallel 
adaptive runtime software, exascale computing concepts 
(execution model) and directions, extreme scale dynamic 
graph analytics, 3-d die stacking for integrated multi-core 
and memory chips, and parallel programming models 
and interfaces to expose billion-way.

[oF notE]
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Börner pioneers visualization MOOC 
IUB Professor of Information Science Katy Börner taught a free seven-week massive open 
online course (MOOC) on information visualization, which enrolled more than 1,600 students. 
Interest for the course was worldwide, with participants from nearly 90 countries.

The course provided an overview of information visualization and taught how to produce 
effective visualizations that take user’s needs into consideration. The course also covered data 
analysis algorithms; major temporal, geospatial, topical, and network visualization techniques; 
and discussions of systems that drive research and development. 

The course was not only innovative in its content, but it was also one of the first MOOCs 
offered by IU and the first to offer students the opportunity to work with actual clients. 

Börner’s research focuses on the development of data analysis and visualization techniques  
for information access, understanding, and management. She also serves as director of the 
Cyberinfrastucture for Network Science Center.

Informatics researchers compete in  
international robotics challenge
IU is part of an international team taking on the DARPA Robotics Challenge, a $2 million  
contest funded by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency to develop robots that 
can execute complex tasks in dangerous, degraded, human-engineered environments.  

Kris Hauser, assistant professor of computer science, leads two graduate students in the 
development of software for a new robot prototype. This group is part of a 10-school team led 
by Drexel University. 

The initial portion of the competition will culminate with a challenge that will test a robot’s 
ability to complete specific tasks related to disaster mitigation. DARPA will then select teams to 
advance to another head-to-head competition one year later. 

IU will receive $130,000 in funding for the first phase, and that total could increase to 
$251,152 if the team advances to the second phase. 

IUB’s Kris Hauser uses machine learning 
to reduce health care costs

New research from IU has found that  
machine learning – the same computer science 
discipline that helped create voice recognition 
systems, self-driving cars, and credit card 
fraud detection systems – can improve both 
the cost and quality of health care in the 
United States.

The research suggests that physicians 
using an artificial intelligence framework that 
predicts future outcomes would have better 
patient outcomes while significantly lowering 
health care costs.

Using an artificial intelligence frame-
work combining Markov Decision Processes 
and Dynamic Decision Networks, Assistant 
Professor Kris Hauser’s research shows how 
simulation modeling that understands and 
predicts the outcomes of treatment could 

reduce health care costs by over 50 percent while also improving patient outcomes by nearly  
50 percent. 

By using a new framework that employs sequential decision making, the previous single- 
decision research can be expanded into models that simulate numerous alternative treatment 
paths into the future, maintain beliefs about patient health status over time even when measure-
ments are unavailable or uncertain, and continually plan/re-plan as new information becomes 
available. In other words, it can “think like a doctor.” 

Kris Hauser, left, and Ph.D. student 
Casey C. Bennett, also a research fellow 
with the nation’s largest not-for-profit 
provider of community-based behavior-
al health care, conducted the research.

iuB assistant Professors 
receive NSF Career awards 

assistant 
professors apu 
Kapadia and 
david Crandall 
have each been 
awarded the 
National Science 
Foundation’s 
most prestigious 
award in support 
of early career 
development. 

The Faculty 
early Career 
development 
Program award  
is designed to 
assist early stage 
scientists in 
building a firm 
foundation for  
a lifetime of  
integrated 
contributions 
to research and 
education. in 

receiving NSF’s Career award, the two 
researcher-teachers are recognized for their 
work to “most effectively integrate research 
and education within the context of the  
mission of indiana university.” 

Kapadia will receive $550,887 over the 
next five years to advance his work in security 
and privacy in pervasive and mobile computing. 

Crandall will receive $499,964 over  
the next five years to continue his work on 
computer vision, or teaching computers to 
“see” by inferring semantic meaning  
from images. 

[oF notE]

Kapadia

Crandall
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[alumninews]
accomplishments, events, and life changes 

Clockwise from top left:

The Chicago Area IT Alumni  
Networking Event took place in March  
with a panel discussion on the tech 
entrepreneur experience moderated  
by Dennis Groth with panelists  
Lance Russell, Mike Trotzke, and  
Russell Conard, BS’12.

Dawn Hiller, BS’06 at the annual  
OkTECHberfest alumni event at  
Flat 12 Bierwerks in downtown  
Indianapolis. 

Current IUPUI HIA students, Morgan 
Mrotek and Morgan Broyles at the 
Health Information Administration 
Alumni Event in January.

Jan Ashton, BS’65, new HIA  
Program Director Lauri Perry,  
Alisa Hayes, BS’02, and Tracey  
Tomak, BS’97 at the IUPUI HIA  
Alumni Event.

check out the informatics alumni association Website! 
iuinformaticsalumni.org

[connEct]
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Katie Toomey, BS’09 (left) and Kylee Wall, BS’09 (right)

upcoming alumni events 
July 25 • Informatics Summer Social, 
Indianapolis

Aug. 2 • Informatics Summer Social, Chicago

Aug. 16 • Informatics Summer Social, 
Bloomington

Sept. 21 • IUPUI Regatta 

Sept. 27 • Launch ceremony for the new School 
of Informatics and Computing, featuring Peter 
Lee of Microsoft Research

Oct. 9 • OkTECHberfest, Indianapolis

Oct. 21 • Reception held in conjunction  
with the Indiana Library Federation meeting  
in Indianapolis

Nov. 2 • IUB Homecoming vs. Minnesota

For details or reservations, e-mail Danny Kibble  
at djkibble@indiana.edu.

class notes

1980s
Veteran entrepreneur, inventor, strategist, and venture capitalist,  
Scott A. Jones, BS’84, DSc’02, spoke at this year’s IU Entrepreneurial 
Connection Day in April at the Kelley School of Business. He also 
received the William L. Haeberle Legacy Award, which is given to an 
individual who has made a lasting impact on Indiana entrepreneurship 
culture. Jones is co-founder of ChaCha, a free, real-time Q&A service, 
allowing anyone with a mobile phone to ask any question in conversa-
tional English. It has been described as “the world’s easiest-to-use and 
most comprehensive way to access answers and information.” Prior to 
ChaCha, Jones, at the age of 25, co-founded and led Boston Technology, 
where he invented an easy-to-use voicemail system. Used by more than 
two billion people around the world, it was later sold to Comverse for 
$843 million. Subsequently, Jones founded Internet-based music service 
company Gracenote. The Gracenote database is the largest source of 
music and video metadata on the planet, receiving more than 500  
million queries every day and upwards of 180 billion queries every  
year. The company was sold to Sony in 2008 for $260 million. Jones 
lives in Carmel, Ind.

1990s
An eBay-funded scholarship program created by computer science 
alumnus Neelakantan Sundaresan, PhD’95, has awarded $84,000 in 
scholarships and professional development awards to seven female 
technology students at IU. The IU/eBay Inspire Scholars program 
provides scholarship support and a learning community to students 
in computing fields. Sundaresan is senior director and head of eBay 
Research Labs in San Jose, Calif. He lives in Mountain View, Calif.

2000s
In February, Christopher P. Lausche, BS’07, a senior consultant at 
Deloitte Consulting, and his wife, Amanda (Johnson), BAJ’07, a  
communications manager for Surf Industry Manufacturers, welcomed 
a child, Audrey May, into their family. They continue to live in Southern 
California and are planning a trip back to Bloomington in the fall.

Enter your class note online: alumni.indiana.edu

 Join us on Facebook Join us on twitter
 facebook.com/IUALUMNI  twitter.com/IUAA

[connEct]

IUPUI MAS alumni lead post production 
departments for independent film
IUPUI School of Informatics alumni Katie Toomey and Kylee (Pena) 
Wall enjoyed the red carpet premiere of the new independent feature 
film Ingénue which screened to a sold out crowd of over 400 people on 
March 23 at the Indiana State Museum IMAX theater. Katie served as 
editor and post-production supervisor. Kylee served as the visual effects 
artist and title sequence designer. The Indiana-based film was produced  
by Karmic Courage Productions. It’s now available on DVD from  
karmiccourage.com.

from informatics and computer science alumni
(see SLIS Network, Spring 2013 for information and library 

science class notes)



$10,000 and above
Hugh and Victoria Callahan
Matthew W. Ferguson
Stephen L. Ferguson
Barbara A. Hale
Mark E. and Karen A. Hill
Young-Jin Kim and You Hoon Chang
Robert Schnabel and Edith 

Stevenson
Chin-Cheng Wu

$5,000 to $9,999
Donald and Lucy Aquilano
M. P. Baker
Scott and Erin Dorsey
Scott A. Jones
David and Laura Krane
David T. and Suzanne B. Pfenninger

$2,500 to $4,999
Kevin R. Erdman
Dennis and Melanie Groth
John and Barbara Hayes
Laurie B. McRobbie
Hugh and Mary Beth Stull

$1,000 to $2,499
Gary and Kathy Anderson
Janatha R. Ashton
David and Christine Becker
Stewart and Londa Bick
Maureen S. Biggers
Andrew T. Brennan
Hemalatha Colby
Daniel Cooper and  

Katherine Arbuckle
Mary P. Czerwinski
Michael and Mary Delaney
Robert and Danita Forgey
Charles W. Franz
Alvin and Nadine Givens
Jonathan F. Jackson

Colin A. Koops
Carol A. Lewis
Barbara J. Miller
Robert and Geraldine Reed
Harold and Felisa Tennant
Phillip and Susan Tennant
Brad Wisler
Chong Yan
Mary J. Zaborowski
Cheng Zou and Mei-Hua Su

$500 to $999
Neil Bahri and Sonal Thakrar
Robert and Lisa Baker
Davide and Marta Bolchini
Eugene Byon
Chih-Yi Chen and Chin-Hua Shih
Michael T. Chui
Gregory and Elaine Deakyne
Barry N. Guinn
Edgar Huang and Sherry Jin
Dennis and Patricia Jones
Kevin and Josette Jones
James and Barbara Kew
Christine M. Newlon
Kent Orr and Suzanne Menzel
Don and Gloria Townsend
John and Kristen Tweedie
Jeffrey L. VanVoorhis
Earl and Tammi Yoder

$250 to $499
Bret R. Arnett
John and Sandra Bailey
Ernest and Patricia Bastien
Anesu Chaora
Victoria J. Daugherty
Joseph M. Defazio
Kristian W. Desch
Brian and Kathryn Dixon
Joshua and Renee Esslinger
Nelson and Cecilia Ford

Bradley A. Gessler
Robert D. Green
Steven J. Happ
Michael and Melinda Heim
Christopher and Rita Horan
Jeff A. Hostetler and Robert E. Hoke
Kehan Jiang and Lin Chen
Adam and Kathleen Justice
Robert L. Kery
Sarah B. Lasbury
Joseph P. Loyall
Steven Mannheimer and  

Wendy Sommers
Eric and Rosiel Marasco
Nina S. Onesti
Mathew and Philomena Palakal
Jonathan A. Phillips
Neil and Randy Reid
Edward and Claire Robertson
Mary Beth Roska
Winston T. Shieh
John A. Springer
Kyle and Dena Wenger

$100 to $249
Changsi An
Warner and Mary Bailey
Steven and Diane Baker
Jacob J. Barna
Robert and Martha Beckett
Thomas and Jennifer Bella
Aaron W. Bleich
Donna O. Border
Mark Bordner and Michelle Zedick
Tara M. Brock
Robert and Stacy Burger
Chad R. Burrus
Troy and Leslie Campbell
Stephen and Yuh-Mei Chang
Krisa M. Cooper
David and Audrey Croal
Gerald Cross

Brian and Nicole De Kemper
Harold Dooley and Christa Jackson
Hamid Ekbia and Mahin Daenshvar
Nicole L. Enouen
Gordon G. Fink
Dale Flowers and Michele Fuller
Betty A. Floyd
Adam C. Foltzer
Melanie Frazey
Ben and Cathy Fulton
Ann T. Goodman
Beuford C. Hall
James E. Hassee
Jeffrey and Jeanette Hathaway
Manomohan and Bina Hazarika
Stanley and Barbara Hill
Janice Hodor
Ryan A. Hoffman
Matthew P. Hottell
Dasen Hu
Linda A. Hyde
Adwait R. Joshi
Shreyas S. Kamath
John P. Kansky
Hugon and Joanna Karwowski
Loya L. Kelso
Nicholas and Kathryn Kidd
Kevin E. King
Timothy S. King
Clinton T. Koch
Garrett W. Kolb
Gilead A. Kutnick
Wing-Fai Kwan and Huei-Ing Lien
Yo-Wei Liu
Mac and Nancy Martin
Judith A. McCoy
Richard L. McGarvey
Gary McGraw and Amy Barley
Margaret McGriff
Mary A. McKenzie
Paul S. Miner
Marvin D. Moody
Kristin S. Moore

thank you, generous supporters. 
The Indiana University School of Informatics thanks and honors the alumni, companies, and friends who supported the School  

with financial gifts from Jan. 1, 2012 through Dec. 31, 2012. Our donors make the stories in this magazine possible. We invite you to 

join us by making your 2013 gift at GiveToIU.iu.edu. Your gift makes a real difference in the lives of our students and enhances the 

value of your degree. Thank you!
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Haijing Wang
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Xianghai Yu
Jun Zhao
Liugen Zhu
Zheng Zhu and Zhen Li

$1 to $99
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David Andrews and Elaine Fetta
Anonymous
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Daniel R. Arvesen
Nancy L. Barker
Abbas S. Bawaadam
Brian J. Benedict
David E. Benn
Seth R. Bird
David M. Blechman
Brian S. Blume
Vickie S. Bridge
James T. Brown
Elizabeth A. Bunge
Marilyn C. Burger
Linda Burzlaff
Lisa A. Butt
Lucas E. Cavazos
Catherine L. Chapman
Mark and Renee Clerkin
Charles and Elizabeth Colligan

Robert S. Comer
Erin M. Cropper
Michael and Marie Daily
Kenneth and Camille Daniel
Michele Dompke
Rex A. Dwyer
Natalie Edwards
James S. Ellis
Barbara A. Ellison
Owen W. Emlen
Steven and Jing Fong
Ketaki D. Gangal
Abhishek Gangwal
Nathaniel and Joy Garrett
Patricia A. Gerrie
Corey J. Godfrey
Ross H. Goodwell
William S. Gottlieb
Roenia N. Grimes
Thilina Gunarathne
Vivek Gupta
Philip and Paula Haffley
Nicholas and Beth Haggenjos
Christina L. Hall
Janey M. Hall
Kurtis F. Heidolph
Ruth L. Heinz
Andrew J. Herbert
Bruce W. Herr
Lindsay N. Hicks
Joshua P. Hieronymus
Vincent and Michele Hoeser
Casey L. Holliday
Scott and Urmi Holz
Helen S. Hoskins
Dejian Huang and Ruihua Zhou
Yuheng Huang
Dianne M. Issen
Noah G. Jaehnert
Lindsey Jendraszak
Swapnil S. Joshi
Alison R. Kaiser
Karim and Marilyn Khadr
DongInn Kim
Jonathan A. Klinginsmith
Jon S. Klopfer
Tyler E. Knight
Kiran N. Kumar
Shi-Wen Lai
Tei H. Laine
Josh A. LaMar
David and Robin Leaf
C T. Lewis
Megan B. Lewis
Zhen Li
Kevin T. Likes
Andrew L. Lin
Ming-Yie Ling
Jiangang Liu
Raghavendra R. Loka
Matthew and Tami Long
Sue Lubben
David W. Lynch

Karl F. MacDorman
Katherine P. Manuel
Paul D. McDonald
M M. McEntee
Mary W. McLaughlin
Chris and Kimberly Melluck
Deborah D. Miller
Wayne E. Miller
Joel G. Mintun
Karen S. Modisett
Michael and Alice Moore
Joannie L. Murray
Scott H. Murray
Carolyn Murry
Christina A. Nelson
James T. Newkirk
Nathan M. Nitsch
Vincent and Judy Noblet
Robert and Sara North
Kayleigh A. Olah
Patti J. Parkes
Zong Peng
Lauri L. Perry
Thomas and Chris Peter
Mark Pfaff
David C. Phelps
Margie Pickens
David B. Powell
Vignesh Ravindran
Navin Reddy
Peter R. Rentschler
Justin W. Reynard
Daniel J. Richert
Larry and Beverly Riggen
Lynn A. Rihn
Adam C. Roberts
Karon L. Roberts
Terrence and Marianne Roe
Justin R. Rohl
Jennifer Royer
Jin Ruan
Erin N. Ruiz
Luiz C. Russo
Jeffrey S. Ryckman
Santhosh Kumar Saminathan
Laura L. Shannon
Teri Shaughnessy
Todd R. Shelton
David W. Shively
Alexander C. Shrewsbury
Michael R. Sigler
Jason and Theresa Sisk
Daniel C. Smith
Ronald W. Smith
Todd C. Starr
Teresa Stukey
Trina K. Taylor
Mark and Barbara Tischler
Ron and Mary Tomanek
Tejas S. Totade
Donna M. Tovar
Schuyler G. Troy
Doga Tuncay

Karen E. Varda
Christopher M. Vaughn
Robert S. Verbocht
Nicole R. Walter
Daniel and Kristin Walters
Pong-Sheng Wang
Sigmund C. Wang
Caitlin Ward
Thomas and Tina Weisman
Adra Wheeler
Albert and Carla William
John S. Willis
M C. Winter
Linda G. Wolfe
Xuan Wu
Young Ik Yang
Mengchen Yu
Mei Q. Zhan
Simo Zhang
Yaoqi Zhou

Planned gifts 
Carol A. Lewis
Julie and Ted Meek

corporations &  
Foundations
Bader Company
Barnes & Thornburg LLP
CareerBuilder LLC
Eli Lilly & Company
ExxonMobil Foundation
Google, Inc.
Indiana Health Information 

Management Association
John Deere Foundation
Persistent Systems, Inc.
Telamon Corporation
Themevision, LLC 

corporate Partners
Blue Horseshoe
CareerBuilder
Cerner Corporation
ChalkLabs
Crowe Horwath
DowAgro Sciences
ExactTarget
Interactive Intelligence
John Deere Company
OptumInsight
Schurz Communications

Every effort has been made to 
ensure that this information is 
correct. If your name has been 
omitted, misspelled, or misplaced, 
we sincerely apologize. Please call 
(812) 856-0591 with corrections or 
for more information about giving.

make your 2013 gift at givetoiu.iu.edu!
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informatics east 
919 e. 10th St., room 218 
Bloomington, iN 47408

soic.iu.edu

Congratulations to the 2013 graduating class! 370 graduates from SoIC Bloomington, 139 from SLIS Bloomington, 170 from  
SoI IUPUI, and 53 from SLIS IUPUI. Pictured here is a group of HCI/d graduates on the Bloomington campus.


